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Components 1 2

Bottom blade

Top blade

Blade lever

LED Display

ON/OFF switch

Combs Brush
Standard 5V/US

charging port

Parameters

How to Recharge

InputUse time 300 minutes 5V 1A

Charge time
Charging 
 method

2.5 hours  Type-C/DC

Voltage Material3.0V Zinc Alloy

Power Blade10W 440C T-blade

Speed type Battery6100 RPM
   (±200) 2500mAh 

1. Insert the charger into the tail of the clipper, connect to the 
power to start charging.
2. The liquid crystal indicator lights up, indicating that it start 
chargingwhen the red light changes to the green light fully charged. 

Note: when the power is switched on after charging, the indicator 
lights up to indicate that the charging head is reversed or drawn to 
be replaced immediately.



A: Use of Limit Comb: Cropped hair and hair trim
Feature: [1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, 10 & 13mm] six lengths adjustment to 
control the hair length.

1. To determine the length of haircut.
2. To select the appropriate limit comb.

3. To fine-tune the cutter

Adjust the cutter by rotating 
the adjusting ring from forward 
to downward.

Mount the limit comb:
1. Align the limit comb with the blade edge
2. Slightly forward push to mount it.
Disassemble the limit comb: Just pull hard
the limit comb.

Fixed-length Function 3
The sketch shows how the bottom blade holes 
are larger than the shanks of the blades 
screws.When the blade screws are loosened the 
bottom blade can be aligned with tight after the 
blade is aligned.

2.Extreme left-hand tooth of the top blade must be covering or be 
to the left of the first small tooth of the bottom blade.
3.Extreme right-hand tooth of the top blade must be touching the
big tooth on the bottom blade.

1.End of the top blade teeth should be 1/32" to 
1/16,0.79mm to 1.59mm back from the bottom 
blade.This is important so that the clipper 
doesn’t cut too close or allow the moving cutter 
to touch the skin.

Taper Lever
Some clippers are equipped with an adjustable 
taper lever that changes the closeness of your 
cut.When the lever is in the uppermost position,
the blades will give the closest cut.Pushing the 
lever downward gradually increases the cutting 
length. 

Warm tip: do not disassemble the knife head without any skill. 
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Blade Alignment

Cutter Maintenance

1. Your clippers were carefully examined to ensure that the blades 
were oiled and aligned before leaving our factory.
2. Blades must be realigned if they have been removed for cleaning 
or replacement.
3. To realign the blades,simply match the upper and bottom blades 
teeth up, point for point.(End of top blade teeth should be 
approximately 0.5-1.0mm back from the bottom blade.Compare 
your clipper blades with the sketch)
4. If blade alignment is incorrect,add a few drops of oil to the 
blade,turn the clipper on for a few moments,turn off and 
unplug.Loosen screws slightly and adjust.
Tighten screws after the blade is aligned.

To maintain your clipper in peak condition,the 
blades should be oiled every few haircuts.
To oil it properly,the unit should be held so the 
blades are in a downward position.With the clipper 
blade running,dispense 2-3 drops of oil across the 
top blade.

Cutter Cleaning and Maintenance 5

1.Please do not disassemble the product.
2.The hair clipper can not be washed.
Please keep it away from wet conditions.

3.The product can only be cleaned by cloth with little water or mild 
soap solution.
4.Do not charge the product under environment above 40°C.or 
below 0°C.

※The product can produce little heat duringusing or charging, 
which is normal.
※Please remove the battery safely and return it to the specified 
places when the battery runs out. Never discard it casually.
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Following Guarantees Provided For The Product

1.The product is produced through strict quality management and 
inspection.
2.lf malfunction occurred in fair use, the consumer can enjoy free 
warranty service according to the warranty card in the purchasing 
store or our repair center.
(The battery and blade belong to consumables, not coverd by 
warranty but provided with fee)
3.No free services for the following situations:
A.Damages caused by repair or reformation not approved
by our company.
B. Damages caused by false or neglectful use, or by accidents.
C. Damages caused by natural disasters or abnormal voltage.
D. Damages caused by ignoring attentions provided with in the
product specification.
4.The product is only guaranteed when provided the warranty
card instead of the invoice.
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